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Dress up the Dinner Table

A marriage of economical and modish, 
the Ani Collection is the perfect way to 
give a subtle boost to your tabletop. Its 
cool, crisp design provides an ideal, 
affordable base for any tablescape. 



The Mix & Matte Collection
The Crave Collection

Now offered in white! 
Finally. A beautifully-
crafted, globally-
inspired, durable 
dinnerware line made 
with today’s menus in 
mind. Textured just 
like handcrafted 
stoneware, it is hard 
to tell that these 
plates, bowls and pots 
are actually made of 
durable and affordable 
melamine. 

Dress up the Dinner Table



Build the Buffet

Building a customized buffet display has never been easier with our Black Twilight Collection Modular 
Risers. Designed to adapt to your changing menu needs, each riser can expand a display taller, wider or 
longer to serve anything from a small luncheon to a large dinner party. Further personalize your look 
with complementary platters available in different lengths and finishes. 

Black Twilight Collection Modular Risers

White Marble Flat Melamine Serving PlattersAcacia Wood Serving Platters

Upton Collection Platters



Raise the Bar

A new elegant riser 
collection, crates and a sleek 
plate with a corresponding 
dome are all new additions to 
the Upton Collection. Each 
item features the rich 
espresso-finished wood that 
makes this collection so 
popular. Lift Collection Tiered 
Stands can be customized for 
a one-tier, two-tier or three-
tier presentation. Plates 
feature a reversible design.

Lift Collection 
Tiered Stands

Upton Collection Arch Riser Sets

Upton Collection Plate and Clear DomeUpton Collection Crates



Superior Seafood Displays

Stylish seafood setups are a breeze with the perfect combination of durable melamine trays, non-slip rubberized 
stands are perforated ice screens or these affordable hammered metal seafood trays. You have everything you 
need, and in chic style. 



Stylish Serving

The Amano Collection is the perfect union of contemporary flair and handmade 
workmanship. Each piece is hand forged from durable stainless steel for a unique yet 
sophisticated look. Available in all the most popular sizes to accessorize the buffet.

Amano Buffetware



Tabletop AccessoriesBeverage Station Boost

Serve up two 
beverage choices 
at the same time 
with this cleverly 
designed stacking 
juice dispenser. 
Pair it with its 
compatible juice 
dispenser stands 
in multiple 
finishes to build 
the perfect look 
for your venue. 

Stacking Dual Juice Dispenser with Upton 
Collection Juice Dispenser Base

Acacia/Marble Melamine 
Dispenser Base

Stacking  Dual Juice Dispenser with Acacia Wood 
Juice Dispenser Base

This juice dispenser features the look of acacia 
wood and marble despite being crafted from 
durable, dishwasher-safe melamine. Even better, 
it’s versatile. Flip it upside down to use it as a 
champagne or ice bucket!

TOP DISPENSER 
CAN BE USED 
ON ITS OWN



Time to Accessorize…

Bring versatility to your tabletop with 
our new items. The Loft Collection 
Condiment Caddies are designed to 
organize essentials, while our Marble 
Bud Vases are designed to make the 
flowers inside pop with color! Our 
favorite farmhouse friends can 
creatively label corresponding dishes. 
Bring style to the table with crimped 
stainless steel creamers.

Loft Collection Condiment Caddies

Evolution Stainless Steel Crimped Creamers 

Whimsical Card Holders 

Marble Bud Vases
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www.amnow.com
800-333-9133
info@amnow.com
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